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Introduction {#sec005}
============

As defined by WHO, cancer is a severe health problem worldwide. Its rate of occurrence is still increasing due to genetic mutations, environmental pollution, growth, aging of the population, and other various risks. It was estimated that there were 1,762,450 new cancer cases and 606,880 deaths in the United States in 2019 \[[@pone.0237793.ref001]\]. Nowadays, numerous prognostic markers, including microRNAs, long non-coding RNAs, and genes \[[@pone.0237793.ref002], [@pone.0237793.ref003]\], have been established to predict the survival time of cancer patients, most of which are either expensive or hard to be obtained in routine clinical practice. Hence, it is essential for us to identify a new prognostic marker, which should be cheap and easily obtained in a standardized manner.

Cancer is a complex disorder that may affect various parts of the human body and affect the metabolism systems, such as bone/muscle system and patients' nutrition conditions \[[@pone.0237793.ref004]\]. Previous studies demonstrated that tumor-related nutritional assumption and immune responses were correlated to tumor progression and development \[[@pone.0237793.ref005]\]. Recently, a variety of serum pretreatment markers have been evaluated and taken to assess whether they could provide valuable prognosis information in patients with cancer, including neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), C-reactive protein to albumin ratio (CAR), and prognostic nutritional index (PNI) \[[@pone.0237793.ref006]--[@pone.0237793.ref008]\]. The rate of albumin to alkaline phosphatase (AAPR) was the ratio of serum albumin(ALB) level to alkaline phosphatase(ALP) level. In 2015, Anthony et al. first formed a novel inflammation-based marker---AAPR through integrating ALB and ALP, and demonstrated that the lower AAPR predict inferior overall survival (OS) in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) compared with higher AAPR \[[@pone.0237793.ref009]\]. In recent years, more evidence has shown that AAPR could be used to predict the outcomes/survival of patients with various cancer, including lung cancer \[[@pone.0237793.ref010]--[@pone.0237793.ref013]\], nasopharyngeal carcinoma \[[@pone.0237793.ref014], [@pone.0237793.ref015]\], hepatocellular carcinoma \[[@pone.0237793.ref009], [@pone.0237793.ref016], [@pone.0237793.ref017]\], renal cell carcinoma \[[@pone.0237793.ref018]\], cholangiocarcinoma \[[@pone.0237793.ref019]\], upper tract urothelial carcinoma \[[@pone.0237793.ref020]\], and breast cancer \[[@pone.0237793.ref021]\]. However, considering the inevitable heterogeneity of various studies, the prognostic impact of AAPR has not been comprehensively investigated. Therefore, the meta-analysis was used for assessing AAPR's association with the clinical outcomes of cancer.

Methods {#sec006}
=======

Search strategy {#sec007}
---------------

The protocol for this study was registered on PROSPERO (CRD42020163017). The meta-analysis was performed according to the statement in PRISMA ([S1 Table](#pone.0237793.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pone.0237793.ref022]\]. The following databases were comprehensively searched, including Embase, PubMed, and Web of Science (before November 10, 2019), where the following terms were used as the keywords: "albumin/alkaline phosphatase ratio," "albumin to alkaline phosphatase," "albumin to alkaline phosphatase ratio" or "AAPR," and "tumor, cancer, malignancy, neoplasms or carcinoma." Detailed search strategies were shown in [S2 Table](#pone.0237793.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Criteria for inclusion & exclusion {#sec008}
----------------------------------

In these studies, the inclusion criteria were adopted as follows: (1) articles investigated the association with AAPR and cancer prognosis; (2) HRs(hazard ratios) and their 95%CIs(confidence intervals) for the prognosis were provided; (3) the cutoff value of AAPR had been reported; (4) the text was prepared in English.

While the following exclusion criteria were adopted: (1) reviews, comments, case reports or letters; (2) studies with insufficient data for HRs and 95%CIs; (3) duplicated studies; (4) animal studies; (5) no full text in English.

Data extraction & quality assessment {#sec009}
------------------------------------

These studies were separately assessed by Zou QJ and Zheng XX. The differences were resolved through discussions with a third investigator Yan JX, who collected the following data: (1) Basic information: the first author, country, publication date, study period, disease type, number of patients, the cutoff value for AAPR, and treatment method. (2) Clinicopathological features: gender, age, tumor invasion, distant metastasis, lymph node metastasis, and histological grade. (3) Prognostic data: follow-up time and survival outcomes, HRs and their 95%CIs for OS and DFS in univariate/multivariate analyses. The multivariate results could balance other factors, so they were extracted preferentially.

The quality of selected papers was evaluated according to the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS), which could be divided into three parts: selection, outcome, and comparability \[[@pone.0237793.ref023]\]. Each study could get a NOS score (0--9), where a review with a score of ≥6 could be regarded as a high-quality study. Detailed information about the NOS score were shown in [S3 Table](#pone.0237793.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Statistical analysis {#sec010}
--------------------

The AAPR's prognostic effect on disease-free survival (DFS)/overall survival (OS) in cancer patients was assessed based on pooled HRs with related 95%CIs. In these studies, Higgins I-squared (I^2^) statistic, together with Cochran's Q, was used to assess heterogeneity. A random effects model was adopted when statistical heterogeneity was found (I^2^\>50%, *P*\<0.1); in other cases, the fixed effects model should be used. HR\<1 (higher AAPR used as reference) showed a lower risk of worse outcomes for higher AAPR; meanwhile, if *P*\<0.05 and 95%CI\<1, it would be deemed as statistically significant. Pooled ORs (odds ratios) and related 95%CI were used to estimate the relationship between AAPR and clinical features, including lymph node metastasis, infiltration, and distant metastasis. Egger's test, Begg's test, and funnel plot analysis were used to assess publication bias; funnel plot asymmetry (*P*\<0.05) illustrated that there might be a significant publication bias \[[@pone.0237793.ref024], [@pone.0237793.ref025]\], in which case, the trim/fill method of Duval and Tweede was used to evaluate publication bias's potential effect \[[@pone.0237793.ref026]\]. For evaluating the stability of the results, a sensitivity analysis was performed through precluding individual studies sequentially. All these statistical analyses were performed according to Stata version 15.1(StataCorp, College Station, TX).

Results {#sec011}
=======

Literature retrieval and study characteristics {#sec012}
----------------------------------------------

A flow diagram regarding literature retrieval was expressed in [Fig 1](#pone.0237793.g001){ref-type="fig"}. A total of 448 potential articles were collected through retrieving Web of Science, PubMed, and Embase. Among these studies, 105 articles were removed due to duplication. After the titles and abstracts had been screened by two investigators, 324 studies were excluded. Subsequently, 19 full-text articles were reviewed for eligibility. Finally, this meta-analysis involved 13 studies in total (5,204 patients).

![A flow diagram for the literature assessment process.](pone.0237793.g001){#pone.0237793.g001}

For the 13 literature, the features were presented in [Table 1](#pone.0237793.t001){ref-type="table"}. All these studies were retrospective ones published from 2015 to 2019. Two special studies were conducted based on two and three cohorts, respectively \[[@pone.0237793.ref009], [@pone.0237793.ref017]\]. Twelve studies were from China, and one study was from Korea, which investigated eight different types of cancers: small cell lung cancer(SCLC), hepatocellular carcinoma(HCC), cholangiocarcinoma(CCA), non-small cell lung cancer(NSCLC), nasopharyngeal carcinoma(NPC), breast cancer(BC), upper tract urothelial carcinoma(UTUC), and renal cell carcinoma(RCC). Thirteen studies reported the relationship between AAPR and OS, while only three studies presented the association between AAPR and DFS. In all selected studies, NOS scores varied from 7 to 9, with a median of 8.

10.1371/journal.pone.0237793.t001

###### The characteristics of the included studies.

![](pone.0237793.t001){#pone.0237793.t001g}

  Author                        Year   Country   Disease type   Treatment               Follow-up (month)        Cut off   Study period   Patients(n)   Survival   NOS score
  ----------------------------- ------ --------- -------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ --------- -------------- ------------- ---------- -----------
  Li SJ *et al*.                2019   China     NSCLC          Surgery                 60                       0.57      2013--2015     390           0S/DFS     9
  Li D *et al*.                 2019   China     NSCLC          Mixed                   NA                       0.36      2007--2013     290           OS         8
  Li XG *et al*.                2019   China     SCLC           Radiotherapy            NA                       0.61      2013--2015     122           OS         7
  Zhang *et al*.                2019   China     NSCLC          Surgery                 Median47 (2--96)         0.64      2006--2010     567           0S/DFS     9
  Nie *et al*.                  2017   China     NPC            Chemotherapy            Median16.6 (1--66.6)     0.447     2008--2011     209           OS         9
  Kim *et al*.                  2019   Korea     NPC            radiotherapy            Median50.6 (NA)          0.4876    1996--2016     100           OS         8
  Chan *et al*. (training)      2015   China     HCC            Surgery                 NA                       0.68      2007--2011     217           0S/DFS     8
  Chan *et al*. (validation)    2015   China     HCC            Surgery                 Median38.9 (0.1--95.4)   0.68      2007--2011     256           0S/DFS     9
  Cai *et al*.                  2018   China     HCC            Palliative treatments   NA                       0.38      2006--2010     237           OS         7
  Chen *et al*. (training)      2018   China     HCC            TACE                    NA                       0.439     2009--2013     372           OS         8
  Chen *et al*. (validation1)   2018   China     HCC            Palliative treatments   NA                       0.439     2009--2014     202           OS         8
  Chen *et al*. (validation2)   2018   China     HCC            TACE                    NA                       0.439     2013--2014     82            OS         7
  Xiong *et al*.                2019   China     CCA            Surgery                 Median21 (NA)            0.41      2002--2014     303           OS         9
  Long *et al*.                 2019   China     BC             Surgery                 NA                       0.525     2011--2013     746           OS         8
  Tan *et al*.                  2018   China     UTUC           Surgery                 60                       0.58      2003--2016     692           OS         9
  Xia *et al*.                  2019   China     RCC            Surgery                 Median 50(30.4--83)      0.39      2004--2014     419           OS         9

**Abbreviations:** NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; SCLC, small-cell lung cancer; NPC, nasopharyngeal carcinoma; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; CCA, cholangiocarcinoma; BC, breast cancer; UTUC, upper tract urothelial carcinoma; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; OS, overall survival; DFS, disease-free survival; NOS: Newcastle-Ottawa Scale; NA: not available

Meta-analysis on OS {#sec013}
-------------------

A number of 5,204 patients were included from 13 studies for the analysis of pooled HR for OS. Since no obvious heterogeneity was in these studies (I^2^ = 3.3%, *P* = 0.416), HR and 95%CI were combined for analysis using the fixed effects model. According to the pooled analysis, it was concluded that higher AAPR would lead to better OS in cancer patients (pooled HR = 0.52; 95%CI = 0.47--0.58; *P*\<0.001, [Fig 2](#pone.0237793.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, subgroup analyses of the included studies were conducted based on cancer system, treatment method, and cutoff value ([Table 2](#pone.0237793.t002){ref-type="table"}), which concluded that higher AAPR would lead to a longer OS for patients with respiratory cancer (pooled HR = 0.58; 95%CI = 0.48--0.70; *P*\<0.001), urinary cancer (pooled HR = 0.52; 95%CI = 0.40--0.68; *P*\<0.001), digestive cancer (pooled HR = 0.51; 95%CI = 0.43--0.60; *P*\<0.001), and other cancers (pooled HR = 0.40; 95%CI = 0.26--0.62; *P*\<0.001). For the subgroup involving the treatment method, it was shown that cancer patients with surgery (pooled HR = 0.46; 95%CI = 0.40--0.55; *P*\<0.001) and other treatment strategies (pooled HR = 0.58; 95%CI = 0.50--0.68; *P*\<0.001) were all associated with better OS. Moreover, cancer patients with higher AAPR after surgery (pooled HR = 0.464) had less risk of death than other treatment strategies (pooled HR = 0.58).

![Forest plot of hazard ratio for OS in cancer patients.](pone.0237793.g002){#pone.0237793.g002}

10.1371/journal.pone.0237793.t002

###### Subgroup analysis for OS in the patients with cancer.

![](pone.0237793.t002){#pone.0237793.t002g}

  Stratified analysis     No. of   No. of   Effects   HR (95% CI)        p         Heterogeneity   
  ----------------------- -------- -------- --------- ------------------ --------- --------------- ------
  **Cancer system**                                                                                
      Respiratory         4        1369     Fixed     0.58(0.48--0.70)   \<0.001   32.6            0.22
      Digestive           4        1669     Fixed     0.51(0.43--0.60)   \<0.001   1.5             0.41
      Urinary             2        1111     Fixed     0.52(0.40--0.68)   \<0.001   0.0             0.33
      Others              3        1055     Fixed     0.40(0.26--0.62)   \<0.001   0.0             0.51
  **Treatment methods**                                                                            
      Surgery             7        3590     Fixed     0.46(0.40--0.55)   \<0.001   0.0             0.72
      Others              6        1614     Fixed     0.58(0.50--0.68)   \<0.001   0.0             0.43
  **Cut off**                                                                                      
      ≤0.5                7        2214     Fixed     0.56(0.48--0.65)   \<0.001   18.1            0.28
      \>0.5               6        2990     Fixed     0.49(0.42--0.57)   \<0.001   0.0             0.65

**Cancer system** Respiratory cancer: non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), small-cell lung cancer (SCLC); Digestive cancer: hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), cholangiocarcinoma (CCA); Urinary cancer: upper tract urothelial carcinoma (UTUC), renal cell carcinoma (RCC); Others: nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC), breast cancer (BC).

**Abbreviations:** HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.

The corresponding cutoff values (range from 0.36 to 0.68) for AAPR were obtained from all included studies. The mean of the AAPR cutoff value was 0.5. Subsequently, all included studies were separated into two categories according to 0.5. There were seven studies in ≤ the 0.5 group, six studies in \>0.5 group. The same results were obtained in two subgroups that higher AAPR predicted better OS (Group 1: pooled HR = 0.56, 95%CI = 0.48--0.65, *P*\<0.001; Group 2: pooled HR = 0.49, 95%CI = 0.42--0.57, *P*\<0.001).

Meta-analysis on DFS {#sec014}
--------------------

In three studies, the relation between DFS and AAPR was analyzed. A fixed effects model was applied due to non-significant heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0, *P* = 0.961) ([Fig 3](#pone.0237793.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The results showed a correlation between higher AAPR and better DFS (pooled HR = 0.55; 95%CI = 0.47--0.66; *P*\<0.001).

![Forest plot of hazard ratio for DFS in cancer patients.](pone.0237793.g003){#pone.0237793.g003}

Association between AAPR and clinical factors {#sec015}
---------------------------------------------

A total of nine studies with 3,276 patients explored the relationship between AAPR and gender ([Table 3](#pone.0237793.t003){ref-type="table"}). We adopted a fixed effects model as it is without significant heterogeneity (I^2^ = 27.3%, *P* = 0.20), [S1 Fig](#pone.0237793.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The results showed that AAPR was not significantly related to gender (pooled OR = 0.96; 95%CI = 0.86--1.07; *P* = 0.43). Six articles with 2,867 patients covered the effect of AAPR on lymph node metastasis, [S2 Fig](#pone.0237793.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The fixed effects model was adopted (I^2^ = 0.0%, *P* = 0.51); as showed by the pooled results, the higher AAPR was associated with no lymph nodes metastasis (pooled OR = 0.89; 95%CI = 0.83--0.95; *P* = 0.001). Five studies (2,150 patients) explored the correlation between AAPR and infiltration, [S3 Fig](#pone.0237793.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The higher AAPR was found to be associated with lighter infiltration (pooled OR = 0.79; 95%CI = 0.73--0.85; *P*\<0.001). Only three studies (1,358 patients) investigated the association of AAPR with distant metastasis, [S4 Fig](#pone.0237793.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For patients with higher AAPR, there were more likely to be no distant metastasis (pooled OR = 0.92; 95%CI = 0.86--0.99; *P* = 0.028), with no obvious heterogeneity (I^2^ = 0.0%, *P* = 0.60).

10.1371/journal.pone.0237793.t003

###### Results of the meta-analysis of clinicopathological characteristics.

![](pone.0237793.t003){#pone.0237793.t003g}

  Variables                                No. of   No. of   Effects   OR (95% CI)         p         Heterogeneity   
  ---------------------------------------- -------- -------- --------- ------------------- --------- --------------- ------
  **Sex (female vs. male)**                9        3276     Fixed     0.96 (0.86--1.07)   0.43      27.3            0.20
  **Lymph node metastasis (No vs. Yes)**   6        2867     Fixed     0.89 (0.83--0.95)   0.001     0.0             0.51
  **Infiltration (Tis-1-2 vs. T3-4)**      5        2150     Fixed     0.79 (0.73--0.85)   \<0.001   37.5            0.17
  **Distant metastasis (No vs. Yes)**      3        1358     Fixed     0.92 (0.86--0.99)   0.028     0.0             0.60

**Abbreviations:** OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.

Publication bias {#sec016}
----------------

Egger's test and Begg's funnel plot were applied to estimate the publication bias herein. Since, Begg's funnel plot was unsymmetrical ([Fig 4A](#pone.0237793.g004){ref-type="fig"}) with the *p*-value of Egger's test of 0.019, indicating that there was significant publication bias. Then, these problems were addressed by the "trim/fill method" ([Fig 4B](#pone.0237793.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, the funnel plot was symmetric after being adjusted. Furthermore, the adjusted HR (pooled HR = 0.56; 95%CI = 0.51--0.62; *P* = 0.12) was consistent with that in the primary analysis (pooled HR = 0.52; 95%CI = 0.47--0.58; *P* = 0.42), which illustrated that the publication bias would not influence the reliability of the relationship between the low AAPR and poor OS.

![Funnel plots for the evaluation of potential publication bias.\
**A.** Funnel plots depicting the publication bias among the included studies on overall survival. **B.** The adjusted funnel plots depicting the publication bias among the included studies on overall survival.](pone.0237793.g004){#pone.0237793.g004}

Analysis on sensitivity {#sec017}
-----------------------

Sensitivity analyses were further performed to investigate whether the pooled results would be affected by any single studies. At each step, one single study was omitted; the combined HRs for DFS/OS in cancer patients was not changed substantially, indicating that the meta-analysis was reliable and stable ([Fig 5](#pone.0237793.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Sensitivity analysis of our meta-analysis.\
**A.** overall survival **B.** disease free survival.](pone.0237793.g005){#pone.0237793.g005}

Discussion {#sec018}
==========

A novel risk factor (AAPR), calculated from ALB and ALP, was an inexpensive, non-invasive, and quickly acquired marker in clinical practice. In this meta-analysis, pooled data were collected from thirteen studies with 5,204 patients to evaluate AAPR's prognostic value in cancer patients comprehensively. These studies showed that the higher AAPR was associated with better OS and DFS (pooled HR = 0.52,0.55) in cancer patients. Subgroup analysis also indicated that AAPR over the cutoff value could forecast better OS in digestive cancer(*P*\<0.001), respiratory cancer(*P*\<0.001), urinary cancer(*P*\<0.001), and other cancers (*P*\<0.001). In subgroups of treatment methods, surgery (pooled HR = 0.46; 95%CI = 0.40--0.55; *P*\<0.001) was the most favorable method that might result in better OS compared with other treatment strategies (pooled HR = 0.58; 95%CI = 0.50--0.68; *P*\<0.001). Furthermore, the significant association between higher AAPR and clinicopathological features was also found in metastasis of lymph nodes (*P* = 0.001), infiltration (*P*\<0.001), and distant metastasis (*P* = 0.028). Higher AAPR was not found to be associated with gender (*P* = 0.43).

Although the potential prognostic values of AAPR in cancer were not completely understood, there were several possible explanations. As for assessing the nutritional status, Albumin (ALB) was one of the most effective methods, which had a close association with immunity and inflammation. The increasing evidence showed that ALB could maintain DNA replication, promote cell proliferation, and modulate immune reactions \[[@pone.0237793.ref027]\]. Besides, ALB could exert antioxidant effects against carcinogens \[[@pone.0237793.ref028]\]. Therefore, the decreased ALB could reflect nutrient deficiency, which would lead to poor anti-cancer response and decline of immune function in cancer patients \[[@pone.0237793.ref027]\]. ALB was demonstrated in previous literature to be a valuable prognostic and predictive factor in renal carcinoma, prostate cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and other various cancers \[[@pone.0237793.ref029]--[@pone.0237793.ref031]\]. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP), a hydrolase converted in liver, kidneys, and bile duct, was commonly reported to link with bone metastasis, kidney and liver disease. Interestingly, the emerging evidence showed that ALP played a significant role in inflammation through adjustment of purinergic signaling, thus leading to the cessation of inflammatory signaling and causing an inhibitory immune response \[[@pone.0237793.ref032]\]. Mori et al. demonstrated that elevated ALP might reflect micrometastases, which could not be found on conventional imaging. This also partly explained why cancer patients with elevated ALP were more likely to have a poor prognosis. Meanwhile, cancer patients with elevated ALP would benefit more from intensive therapy than standard therapy \[[@pone.0237793.ref033]\]. Furthermore, ALP was also expressed in cancer cells, which could regulate tumor growth \[[@pone.0237793.ref034]\]. Therefore, it could be concluded that elevated ALP indicated a worse survival in various cancers, including nasopharyngeal carcinoma, HCC, and RCC \[[@pone.0237793.ref035]--[@pone.0237793.ref037]\].

The concept of AAPR was firstly proposed by Anthony and colleagues, who proved that AAPR was a powerful and independent prognostic indicator with the highest ⅹ^2^(by LR test) and c-index compared with other biochemical parameters, such as albumin, alkaline phosphatase, alanine aminotransferase, and bilirubin \[[@pone.0237793.ref009]\]. As laboratory indexes, many conditions can interfere with serum albumin and alkaline phosphatase levels, including dehydration, fluid retention, illness, and pregnant, which may limit its credibility and application in the clinic. However, the combined laboratory index AAPR would be unaffected by many factors that affect the single albumin and alkaline phosphatase \[[@pone.0237793.ref038], [@pone.0237793.ref039]\]. Therefore, it was no doubt that the prognostic value of AAPR was more powerful than ALB or ALP alone. To our knowledge, it was the first meta-analysis focusing on AAPR's prognostic value. AAPR might help the clinicians distinguish the cancer patients with a high risk of the poor OS before the implementation of therapy. Patients with low AAPR might have hypoalbuminemia and increased ALP compared to patients with higher AAPR. That is to say, low AAPR can be used as a marker of decreased immunity, malnutrition, and increased treatment resistance \[[@pone.0237793.ref015]\]. The timely intervention of ALB in patients with low AAPR can increase AAPR, thereby correcting nutrition and improving treatment effectiveness. Meantime, patients with low AAPR might need more extra radiotherapy or chemotherapy, due to increased ALP might reflect micrometastases \[[@pone.0237793.ref033]\].

However, it should be acknowledged that there were several limitations to this meta-analysis. Firstly, the number of included studies and the sample size were both limited. Secondly, all these studies were carried out in two Asian countries, which may restrain their applicability. Thirdly, all these were retrospective studies reported in English, which would lead to potential biases. Fourthly, only three studies analyzed the relationship between AAPR and DFS, which should be further confirmed. Lastly, AAPR's cutoff values were different in these studies. Therefore, its prognostic value in cancer patients should be further investigated.

Conclusion {#sec019}
==========

In conclusion, this meta-analysis showed that the higher AAPR could be a significant and positive prognostic factor for better OS/DFS in various cancers. Nevertheless, further large-scale prospective and well-designed studies shall be conducted to confirm the prognostic value of AAPR.
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3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

Reviewer \#4: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: No

Reviewer \#3: Yes

Reviewer \#4: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: In their manuscript, Guo and colleagues demonstrated that he albumin and alkaline 19 phosphatase ratio (AAPR) could be taken as a promising marker of prognosis. They analyzed the 5,204 cases of 8 types by using meta-analysis, and found that AAPR could result in better 27 DFS (HR=0.554, 95% CI: 0.465--0.659, p\<0.001). Furthermore, the manuscript is well written and succinct.

Reviewer \#2: The methodology of the meta-analysis is appropriate. However, there are several interpretations of the findings that could be problematic.

1\. The authors stated several times that \"high AAPR would \...\" What is the threshold for \"high\" AAPR? Given that the cutoff values in the included literature varied, and the relative outcome measures (hazard ratio and odds ratio) were used, it may be better to say \"higher AAPR would \...\"

2\. Line 97. \"In order to determine the heterogeneity in these studies, a random-effect model was adopted.\"

Random-effect model is used when there is heterogeneity. Random-effect model is not used to determine the heterogeneity; heterogeneity is determined, for example, by I\^2 and Q statistics as the authors stated.

3\. Line 138. \"\...higher AAPR would lead to an ideal OS \...\" What did \"an ideal OS\" refer to?

4\. Association with other outcomes / clinical factors.

4a) Line 165 and 170. What is \"negative metastasis\"?

The authors stated that \"high AAPR would result in \... without / no distant metastasis\" (e.g. in Abstract and the Results section of the main text). This is too strong to say that high (enough) AAPR would lead to no distant metastasis.

4b) Line 160. Correlating AAPR and gender / infiltration.

Usually we correlate the measure (AAPR) with outcome (e.g., survival, presence of diseases) but not demographics.

Instead, the independence between AAPR and gender could be assessed by the heterogeneity between subgroups.

Similarly, \"Infiltration (Tis-1--2 vs. T3-4)\" is more the pretreatment prognosis rather than a post-treatment outcome?

Also, \"A total of nine studies with 3,276 patients reported that there was an association between AAPR and gender (Table 3). They adopted a fixed effect model as it is without significant heterogeneity\" Who adopted the fixed-effect model? Who \"They\" are?

5\. Line 218. \"There is no doubt that the prognostic value of AAPR is definitely more powerful than ALB or ALP alone.\"

What is the evidence for \"AAPR is definitely more powerful\" than ALB or ALP based on the stated findings?

Also, the authors quoted that lower ALB may result in poorer anti-cancer response (i.e., positive correlation). How about ALP? Whether it\'s positive or negative to anti-cancer response.

6\. Line 220. \"AAPR can help the clinicians to distinguish the cancer patients with a high risk of poor OS prior to the implementation of therapy, which could help to provide accurate and personalized therapy.\"

In which way AAPR can help provide accurate and personalized therapy? The authors may elaborate more.

7\. Suggest to include the forest plots for other outcomes, putting as supplementary information would be sufficient.

8\. Line 179-180. Why the HRs were negative?

9\. Line 182. \"Analysis on sensitivity\" What kind of sensitivity were analysed?

10\. Line 194. \"Subgroup analysis also indicated that AAPR over the cutoff value could forecast better OS\"

What was the \"cutoff value\"?

11\. Figure 2.

The text of header can be put in one-line rather than in two lines.

Put more tick marks on the x-axis, not available even for the pooled HR. Not sure whether the x-axis is in linear or log scale.

12\. Figure 3. The text is unreadable. Wonder whether the authors have checked the proofread PDF.

There is plenty of space for bigger font size.

Same issues as Figure 2 on the header and tick marks of x-axis.

13\. Figure 5. The horizontal lines which show the estimates were almost invisible.

What does x-axis refer to? What do the two vertical lines at -0.76 and -0.54 refer to?

No need to assign background color for the plot.

Other comments.

1\. Line 18-19. \"\... the albumin and alkaline phosphatase ratio (AAPR) for pretreatment is a prognostic factor\". Perhaps it\'s better rephrased as \"\...the pretreatment albumin and alkaline phosphatase ratio (AAPR)\...\"

2\. Line 25. \"Results: In conclusions, this meta-analysis\...\" Not to use the term \"In conclusions\" in Results section, when this is not necessary.

3\. Line 27. I think the \"HRs\" should be \"pooled HRs\", as to clarify that they were obtained from meta-analysis. Similar for \"ORs\" in the same paragraph.

4\. Line 54. State the term of AAPR again when it\'s first used in the main text. Same for DFS, OS, HR, OR and CI, though they are well-known terms.

5\. No need to capitalize the \"carcinoma\" and \"meta-analysis\" (e.g., top of page 10 and Table 1).

6\. Cut-off or cutoff? Be consistent throughout the manuscript.

7\. Line 100. What does AGR refer to?

8\. Line 101-103. \"Meta-analyses using variables including lymph node metastasis, infiltration and distant metastasis were conducted for further investigations.\"

lymph node metastasis and distant metastasis should be the outcomes rather than variables

9\. Not to start sentences with digits, e.g., 448 potential articles were \...

10\. Line 123. \"Thirteen ones reported the relationship between AAPR and OS, and only three ones presented the association between AAPR and DFS.\"

Don\'t use the word \"ones\" when there is alternative available that will not confuse the readers.

For example, the authors could say \"Thirteen studies / items / research / etc\...\"

11\. Perhaps two decimal places are sufficient for non-statistically significant p-values and for HR / OR.

12\. Line 190. \"The results of these studies showed that the high AAPR would lead to better OS and DFS (HR=0.523, 0.554) in cancer patients, which means that cancer patients with low pretreatment AAPR would have lower OS/DFS due to the increased cancer recurrence/progression rate.\" The second statement (lower AAPR and lower OS/DFS) basically repeated the first statement (high AAPR and better OS / DFS).

13\. Line 204. What was \"ALB\" referred to?

14\. The authors are suggested to check the typos.

Reviewer \#3: This study used meta-analysis focusing on the albumin and alkaline phosphatase ratio (AAPR) prognostic value. The results of this meta-analysis indicated that high AAPR could result in better DFS and OS. Moreover, high AAPR would result in lighter infiltration and negative metastasis of lymph nodes without distant metastasis. Despite the limitation of sample size and diversity, this study indicate that AAPR can help the clinicians to distinguish the cancer patients with a high risk of poor OS prior to the implementation of therapy, which could help to provide accurate and personalized therapy.

Here is a suggestion: Could the authors do the meta-analysis with albumin or alkaline phosphatase only in the same way, compare the results with AAPR and use them as kind of system control?

Reviewer \#4: The authors present a meta-analysis of the prognostic effect of pretreatment albumin-to-alkaline phosphatase ratio in cancer patients. The meta-analysis included 13 studies, all conducted in Asia and found higher ratios associated with better overall survival (OS) and disease-free survival (DFS). The manuscript will be strengthened if the authors consider the following points.

1\. The authors state that one of the inclusion criteria was that \"there was an association of AAPR in serum with DFS and/or OS\...\" (lines 74-75). Do the authors mean to say this or do they mean to say something along the lines of \"the association of AAPR in serum with DFS and/or OS was evaluated\"? As stated in the manuscript, this would suggest that AAPR had to be significantly associated with survival in order to be included, which would be problematic if that was actually required.

2\. Figure 1: authors say that 19 full-text articles were reviewed for eligibility and 7 were then excluded, which would be 12 articles eligible for inclusion instead of 13 - this should be clarified.

3\. Table 2: a note should be included under the table to clarify for the reader which cancers fell into the different cancer systems - not all readers will be familiar with the different cancers.

4\. Table 2: Why do the number of patients across the cancer systems not add to the total number of patients? All studies evaluated OS and since there is an \"Others\" category, all patients should be included.

5\. Forest plots should be included in supplemental material for the results in Table 3 and the section beginning on line 159, since there is no information anywhere about which studies evaluated the clinical factors. The forest plots will allow the reader to have more information about the individual study results in addition to the presented combined results.

Minor points:

1\. line 20: \"of on cancer\" should be \"on cancer\"

2\. line 42: \"were dead\" - should this be \"died\"? I\'m assuming that is what the authors meant.

3\. line 47: \"complexly disorder\" should be \"complex disorder\"

4\. line 56: I believe authors mean to say \"predict\" rather than \"predicate\"

5\. line 56: authors should define OS (although they define it in the Abstract, it should be defined the first time it is used in the body of the manuscript. Similar for DFS (on line 75).

6\. line 57: \"evidences have showed\" should be \"evidence has shown\"

7\. line 59: \"renal cell carcinom\" should be \"renal cell carcinoma\"

8\. line 69: \"may be used\" should be \"were used\" since this describes what the authors actually did.

9\. Authors might consider including the details of the NOS for each study in a supplemental table so that readers know more about the quality of the studies.

10\. line 100 - what is AGR?

11\. line 108: STATA should be Stata (<https://www.statalist.org/forums/help#spelling>)

12\. line 117: \"literatures\" should be \"literature\"

13\. lines 123-124: replace \"ones\" with \"studies\"

14\. line 142: \"was showed\" should be \"was shown\"

15\. line 150: remove \"Obviously\"

16\. Figure 3: the authors should increase the font size or do something about the clarity of the text in this figure. It is not as legible as the other figures.

17\. line 161: rephrase the sentence starting with \"They adopted\...\" as it is awkwardly phrased.

18\. line 163: \"coved\" should be \"covered\"

19\. line 165: \"could lead to negative metastasis\" should be rephrased - maybe something similar to \"was associated with no metastasis\"

20\. line 167: remove \"obviously\"

21\. line 168: change \"ones\" to \"studies\"

22\. lines 179-180 - the reported HR and 95% CI are actually the betas and the corresponding CI (hazard ratios cannot be negative), so this should be clarified - the authors can transform the beta and CI to correspond to the HR, which might be easier for the reader to follow.

23\. line 189: \"maker\" should be \"marker\"

24\. line 196: the authors highlight surgery, but other the subgroup analysis for the other treatment strategies also showed a beneficial association of high AAPR on survival. There was just a sufficient number of studies to look specifically at surgery.

25\. line 204: \"evidences\" should be \"evidence\" and authors should be consistent about abbreviations - here they use ALB, but they have also used Alb.

26\. line 208: \"literatures\" should be\"literature\"

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

Reviewer \#3: No

Reviewer \#4: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email PLOS at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.

10.1371/journal.pone.0237793.r002

Author response to Decision Letter 0

8 Jul 2020

Response to Academic Editor:

Question 1: The terminology and ways of interpretation seemed to be strange in the related professional fields. For example, the use of the random-effect model, an ideal OS, negative metastasis, lymph node metastasis, etc. require recheck.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

\(1\) Line 100. \"In order to determine the heterogeneity in these studies, a random-effect model was adopted (I2\>50%, P\<0.1); in other cases, the fixed-effect model should be used.\" was rewritten as \"A random effects model was adopted when statistical heterogeneity was found (I2\>50%, P\<0.1); in other cases, the fixed effects model should be used.\"

\(2\) The \"an ideal OS\" referred to longer OS.

Line 141. \" Furthermore, subgroup analyses of the included studies were conducted based on cancer system, treatment method and cutoff value (Table 2), which concluded that higher AAPR would lead to an ideal OS for patients with respiratory cancer (HR = 0.578; 95% CI: 0.477--0.702; P \< 0.001), urinary cancer (HR = 0.523; 95% CI: 0.401--0.682; P \< 0.001), digestive cancer (HR=0.518; 95% CI: 0.435--0.617; P\<0.001), and other cancers (HR = 0.400; 95% CI: 0.259--0.617; P \< 0.001).\" was corrected as \" Furthermore, subgroup analyses of the included studies were conducted based on cancer system, treatment method and cutoff value (Table 2), which concluded that higher AAPR would lead to a longer OS for patients with respiratory cancer (pooled HR=0.58; 95%CI:0.48--0.70; P\<0.001), urinary cancer (pooled HR=0.52; 95%CI:0.40-0.68; P\<0.001), digestive cancer (pooled HR=0.51; 95%CI=0.43-0.60; P\<0.001), and other cancers (pooled HR=0.40; 95%CI=0.26-0.62; P\<0.001).\"

\(3\) The \"negative metastasis\" referred to no lymph nodes metastasis.

Line 25. \"Moreover, high AAPR would result in lighter infiltration (OR: 0.79, 95% CI: 0.773-0.851, P\<0.001) and negative metastasis of lymph nodes (OR: 0.89, 95% CI: 0.834-0.952, P\<0.001) without distant metastasis (OR: 0.921, 95% CI: 0.856--0.996, P\<0.001). \" was revised as \"Moreover, higher AAPR was statistically in associated with lighter infiltration (pooled OR=0.79; 95%CI=0.73-0.85; P\<0.001), no lymph nodes metastasis (pooled OR=0.89; 95%CI=0.83-0.95; P=0.001), and no distant metastasis (pooled OR=0.92; 95%CI=0.86-0.99; P=0.028).\"

Question 2: There is no clinical use when there are no prospective trials conducted. Some interpretation for clinical use is too elaborate. For example, AAPR can help provide accurate and personalized therapy.

Answer: We're very sorry that we did not interpret clearly. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Line 244. \"AAPR might help the clinicians distinguish the cancer patients with a high risk of the poor OS before the implementation of therapy, which could provide accurate and personalized treatment.\" was revised as \"AAPR might help the clinicians distinguish the cancer patients with a high risk of the poor OS before the implementation of therapy.\"

Added content

\(1\) Line 30: \"It might help physicians to select the most appropriate treatments by evaluating the current status of patients with cancer. Future multicenter prospective clinical trials were required to verify its applications.\"

\(2\) Line 245. \"Patients with low AAPR might have hypoalbuminemia and increased ALP compared to patients with higher AAPR. That is to say, low AAPR can be used as a marker of decreased immunity, malnutrition, and increased treatment resistance.\[15\] The timely intervention of ALB in patients with low AAPR can increase AAPR, thereby correcting nutrition and improving treatment effectiveness. Meantime, patients with low AAPR might need more extra radiotherapy or chemotherapy, due to increased ALP might reflect micrometastases.\[33\] \"

Question 3: The unclear cutoff value of AAPR, some wrong HRs, and typos in the article limits the scientific values.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested and rechecked the entire manuscript carefully to avoid such mistakes.

Response to reviewers:

Reviewer \#1: In their manuscript, Guo and colleagues demonstrated that he albumin and alkaline 19 phosphatase ratio (AAPR) could be taken as a promising marker of prognosis. They analyzed the 5,204 cases of 8 types by using meta-analysis, and found that AAPR could result in better 27 DFS (HR=0.554, 95% CI: 0.465--0.659, p\<0.001). Furthermore, the manuscript is well written and succinct.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment.

Reviewer \#2:

Question 1: The authors stated several times that \"high AAPR would \...\" What is the threshold for \"high\" AAPR? Given that the cutoff values in the included literature varied, and the relative outcome measures (hazard ratio and odds ratio) were used, it may be better to say \"higher AAPR would \...\"

Answer: Thank you very much for your suggestion. We have revised \"high AAPR\" to \"higher AAPR\" and checked the entire manuscript carefully to avoid such mistakes.

Question 2: Line 97. \"In order to determine the heterogeneity in these studies, a random-effect model was adopted.\" Random-effect model is used when there is heterogeneity. Random-effect model is not used to determine the heterogeneity; heterogeneity is determined, for example, by I\^2 and Q statistics as the authors stated.

Answer: We're very sorry that we did not express clearly.

Line 100. \"In order to determine the heterogeneity in these studies, a random-effect model was adopted (I2\>50%, P\<0.1); in other cases, the fixed-effect model should be used.\" was rewritten as \"A random effects model was adopted when statistical heterogeneity was found (I2\>50%, P\<0.1); in other cases, the fixed effects model should be used.\"

Question 3: Line 138. \"\...higher AAPR would lead to an ideal OS \...\" What did \"an ideal OS\" refer to?

Answer: We are very sorry for our inappropriate writing. The \"an ideal OS\" referred to longer OS.

Line 141. \" Furthermore, subgroup analyses of the included studies were conducted based on cancer system, treatment method and cutoff value (Table 2), which concluded that higher AAPR would lead to an ideal OS for patients with respiratory cancer (HR = 0.578; 95% CI: 0.477--0.702; P \< 0.001), urinary cancer (HR = 0.523; 95% CI: 0.401--0.682; P \< 0.001), digestive cancer (HR=0.518; 95% CI: 0.435--0.617; P\<0.001), and other cancers (HR = 0.400; 95% CI: 0.259--0.617; P \< 0.001).\" was corrected as \" Furthermore, subgroup analyses of the included studies were conducted based on cancer system, treatment method and cutoff value (Table 2), which concluded that higher AAPR would lead to a longer OS for patients with respiratory cancer (pooled HR=0.58; 95%CI:0.48--0.70; P\<0.001), urinary cancer (pooled HR=0.52; 95%CI:0.40-0.68; P\<0.001), digestive cancer (pooled HR=0.51; 95%CI=0.43-0.60; P\<0.001), and other cancers (pooled HR=0.40; 95%CI=0.26-0.62; P\<0.001).\"

Question 4: Association with other outcomes / clinical factors.

Question 4a: Line 165 and 170. What is \"negative metastasis\"? The authors stated that \"high AAPR would result in \... without / no distant metastasis\" (e.g. in Abstract and the Results section of the main text). This is too strong to say that high (enough) AAPR would lead to no distant metastasis.

Answer: We are very sorry for our inappropriate writing. The \"negative metastasis\" referred to no lymph nodes metastasis. We have revised the inappropriate writing in the Abstract and the Results section of the main text.

1\. Line 25. \"Moreover, high AAPR would result in lighter infiltration (OR: 0.79, 95% CI: 0.773-0.851, P\<0.001) and negative metastasis of lymph nodes (OR: 0.89, 95% CI: 0.834-0.952, P\<0.001) without distant metastasis (OR: 0.921, 95% CI: 0.856--0.996, P\<0.001). \" was revised as \"Moreover, higher AAPR was statistically in associated with lighter infiltration (pooled OR=0.79; 95%CI=0.73-0.85; P\<0.001), no lymph nodes metastasis (pooled OR=0.89; 95%CI=0.83-0.95; P=0.001), and no distant metastasis (pooled OR=0.92; 95%CI=0.86-0.99; P=0.028).\"

2\. Line 29. \"High AAPR could result in better prognosis of cancer, and in cancer therapy, AAPR could be taken as a promising marker of prognosis.\" was corrected as \" Higher AAPR was related to better prognosis of cancer, and in cancer therapy, AAPR could be taken as a promising marker of prognosis. \"

3\. Line 165. \"The results showed that the high AAPR would result in a better DFS (HR = 0.554, 95% CI: 0.465--0.659, p \< 0.001). \" was revised as \" The results showed a correlation between higher AAPR and better DFS (pooled HR=0.55; 95%CI=0.47-0.66; P\<0.001).\"

4\. Line 173. \"The fixed effect model was adopted (I2 =0.0%, P =0.513); as showed by the pooled results, high AAPR could lead to negative metastasis of lymph nodes (OR: 0.89, 95% CI: 0.834--0.952, P \< 0.001). \" was rewritten as \"The fixed effects model was adopted (I2=0.0%, P=0.51); as showed by the pooled results, the higher AAPR was associated with no lymph nodes metastasis (pooled OR=0.89; 95%CI=0.83-0.95; P=0.001). \"

5\. Line178. \" For patients with high AAPR, there would be no distant metastasis (OR: 0.921, 95% CI: 0.856--0.996, P\<0.001), or obvious heterogeneity (I2 =0.0%, P =0.596) \" was revised as \" For patients with higher AAPR, there were more likely to be no distant metastasis (pooled OR=0.92; 95%CI= 0.86--0.99; P=0.028), with no obvious heterogeneity (I2=0.0%, P=0.60).\"

Question 4b: Line 160. Correlating AAPR and gender / infiltration. Usually we correlate the measure (AAPR) with outcome (e.g., survival, presence of diseases) but not demographics. Instead, the independence between AAPR and gender could be assessed by the heterogeneity between subgroups. Similarly, \"Infiltration (Tis-1--2 vs. T3-4)\" is more the pretreatment prognosis rather than a post-treatment outcome? Also, \"A total of nine studies with 3,276 patients reported that there was an association between AAPR and gender (Table 3). They adopted a fixed effect model as it is without significant heterogeneity\" Who adopted the fixed-effect model? Who \"They\" are?

Answer: We are very sorry for our inappropriate writing.

\(1\) We investigated the correlation between pretreatment AAPR and OS/DFS in Results. Next, we used pooled OR (odds ratio) and their 95%CI (confidence interval) to explore the relationship between AAPR and gender. Due to the lack of separate data corresponding to gender, we are sorry we can't use the heterogeneity between subgroups to assess AAPR and gender.

\(2\) The \"Infiltration (Tis-1--2 vs. T3-4)\" was more the pretreatment prognosis.

\(3\) Line 169. \"A total of nine studies with 3,276 patients reported that there was an association between AAPR and gender (Table 3). They adopted a fixed effect model as it is without significant heterogeneity.\" was rewritten as \" A total of nine studies with 3,276 patients explored the relationship between AAPR and gender (Table 3). We adopted a fixed effects model as it is without significant heterogeneity (I2=27.3%, P=0.202). \"

Question 5a: Line 218. \"There is no doubt that the prognostic value of AAPR is definitely more powerful than ALB or ALP alone.\" What is the evidence for \"AAPR is definitely more powerful\" than ALB or ALP based on the stated findings?

Answer: Thank you very much for your question. We have added some content in Discussion.

1\. Line 235. \"The concept of AAPR was firstly proposed by Anthony and colleagues, who proved that AAPR was a powerful and independent prognostic indicator with the highestⅹ2(by LR test) and c-index compared with other biochemical parameters, such as albumin, alkaline phosphatase, alanine aminotransferase, and bilirubin. \[9\] \"

2\. Line 238. \"As laboratory indexes, many conditions can interfere with serum albumin and alkaline phosphatase levels, including dehydration, fluid retention, illness, and pregnant, which may limit its credibility and application in the clinic. However, the combined laboratory index AAPR would be unaffected by many factors that affect the single albumin and alkaline phosphatase. \[38-39\] \"

Question 5b: Also, the authors quoted that lower ALB may result in poorer anti-cancer response (i.e., positive correlation). How about ALP? Whether it\'s positive or negative to anti-cancer response.

Answer: Thank you very much for your question.

\(1\) Many studies have identified that elevated ALP level was not only correlated with kidney, liver, and bone diseases but also indicated a worse survival in lung and colon cancer patients. \[1-3\]

References

\[1\] Hung HY, Chen JS, Chien Y, Tang R, Hsieh PS, Wen S, et al. Preoperative alkaline phosphatase elevation was associated with poor survival in colorectal cancer patients. Int J Colorectal Dis. 2017;32(12):1775-8. Epub 2017/10/17. doi: 10.1007/s00384-017-2907-4. PMID: 29030683.

\[2\] Schoppet M, Shanahan CM. Role for alkaline phosphatase as an inducer of vascular calcification in renal failure? Kidney Int. 2008;73(9):989-91. Epub 2008/04/17. doi: 10.1038/ki.2008.104. PMID: 18414436.

\[3\] Li SJ, Lv WY, Du H, Li YJ, Zhang WB, Che GW, et al. Albumin-to-alkaline phosphatase ratio as a novel prognostic indicator for patients undergoing minimally invasive lung cancer surgery: Propensity score matching analysis using a prospective database. Int J Surg. 2019;69:32-42. Epub 2019/07/19. doi: 10.1016/j.ijsu.2019.07.008. PMID: 31319230.

\(2\) And we added some content in Discussion.

Line 227. \"Mori et al. demonstrated that elevated ALP might reflect micrometastases, which could not be found on conventional imaging. This also partly explained why cancer patients with elevated ALP were more likely to have a poor prognosis. Meanwhile, cancer patients with elevated ALP would benefit more from intensive therapy than standard therapy.\[33\]\"

Question 6: Line 220. \"AAPR can help the clinicians to distinguish the cancer patients with a high risk of poor OS prior to the implementation of therapy, which could help to provide accurate and personalized therapy.\"

In which way AAPR can help provide accurate and personalized therapy? The authors may elaborate more.

Answer: Thank you very much for your advice. We have added some content in Discussion.

Line 245. \"Patients with low AAPR might have hypoalbuminemia and increased ALP compared to patients with higher AAPR. That is to say, low AAPR can be used as a marker of decreased immunity, malnutrition, and increased treatment resistance.\[15\] The timely intervention of ALB in patients with low AAPR can increase AAPR, thereby correcting nutrition and improving treatment effectiveness. Meantime, patients with low AAPR might need more extra radiotherapy or chemotherapy, due to increased ALP might reflect micrometastases.\[33\] \"

Question 7: Suggest to include the forest plots for other outcomes, putting as supplementary information would be sufficient.

Answer: Thank you very much for your suggestion. But only two articles of all the included studies had the prognostic date of PFS (progression-free survival), CSS (cancer-specific survival), and RFS (recurrent-free survival). Meanwhile, the other outcomes in the include studies were too less. Therefore, the forest plots based on these outcomes would be unreliable.

Question 8: Line 179-180. Why the HRs were negative?

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistake.

Log \[HR1\]=-0.576 ; Log \[HR2\]=-0.648

HR1=0.562 ; HR2=0.523

Line189. \"Furthermore, the adjusted HR (HR: -0.576, 95% CI: -0.678\~-0.474, P=0.124) was consistent with that in the primary analysis (HR: -0.648, 95% CI: -0.757\~-0.538, P=0.416).\" was corrected as \"Furthermore, the adjusted HR (HR= 0.56; 95%CI=0.51-0.62; P=0.12) was consistent with that in the primary analysis (HR=0.52; 95%CI:0.47-0.584; P=0.42), which illustrated that the publication bias would not influence the reliability of the relationship between low AAPR and poor OS.\"

Question 9: Line 182. \"Analysis on sensitivity\" What kind of sensitivity were analyzed?

Answer: Thank you very much for your question. Sensitivity analyses were further performed to investigate whether the pooled results would be affected by any single studies. It was carried out by sequentially omitting individual studies at each step. If the results did not substantially alter when one study was excluded, this meant that the pooled results were stable.

Line 195. \"Sensitivity analyses were further performed to investigate whether the pooled results would be affected by any single studies.\"

Question 10: Line 194. \"Subgroup analysis also indicated that AAPR over the cutoff value could forecast better OS\" What was the \"cutoff value\"?

Answer: Thank you very much for your question. We have revised our manuscript. The cutoff value here referred to the mean of the AAPR cutoff value (0.5).

Line156. \" The corresponding cutoff values (range from 0.36 to 0.68) for AAPR were obtained from all included studies. The mean of the AAPR cutoff value was 0.5. Subsequently, all included studies were separated into two categories according to 0.5. There were seven studies in ≤ the 0.5 group, six studies in \>0.5 group.\"

Question 11: Figure 2. The text of header can be put in one-line rather than in two lines. Put more tick marks on the x-axis, not available even for the pooled HR. Not sure whether the x-axis is in linear or log scale.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised Figure2. as suggested. The x-axis was log scale.

Figure 2. Forest plot of hazard ratio for OS in cancer patients.

Question 12: Figure 3. The text is unreadable. Wonder whether the authors have checked the proofread PDF. There is plenty of space for bigger font size. Same issues as Figure 2 on the header and tick marks of x-axis.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistake. We have revised Figure3. as suggested.

Figure 3. Forest plot of hazard ratio for DFS in cancer patients.

Question 13: Figure 5. The horizontal lines which show the estimates were almost invisible.

What does x-axis refer to? What do the two vertical lines at -0.76 and -0.54 refer to? No need to assign background color for the plot.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. The x-axis referred to ln(HR) in the original Figure 5, leading to the x-axis was negative. We have revised Figure 5. Now the x-axis refers to HR, and the two vertical lines indicate to 95%CI (confidence interval).

Figure 5. Sensitivity analysis test for overall survival.

Other comments.

Question 1: Line 18-19. \"\... the albumin and alkaline phosphatase ratio (AAPR) for pretreatment is a prognostic factor\". Perhaps it\'s better rephrased as \"\...the pretreatment albumin and alkaline phosphatase ratio (AAPR)\...\"

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 2：Line 25. \"Results: In conclusions, this meta-analysis\...\" Not to use the term \"In conclusions\" in Results section, when this is not necessary.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 3：Line 27. I think the \"HRs\" should be \"pooled HRs\", as to clarify that they were obtained from meta-analysis. Similar for \"ORs\" in the same paragraph.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 4：Line 54. State the term of AAPR again when it\'s first used in the main text. Same for DFS, OS, HR, OR and CI, though they are well-known terms.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 5：No need to capitalize the \"carcinoma\" and \"meta-analysis\" (e.g., top of page 10 and Table 1).

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 6：Cut-off or cutoff? Be consistent throughout the manuscript.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 7：Line 100. What does AGR refer to?

Answer: We are very sorry for our incorrect writing.

Line 102. \" HR\<1 (high AGR used as reference) showed a lower risk of worse outcomes for high AAPR; meanwhile, if P\<0.05 and 95% CI \<1, it would be deemed as statistically significant.\" was corrected as \" HR\<1 (higher AAPR used as reference) showed a lower risk of worse outcomes for higher AAPR; meanwhile, if P\<0.05 and 95%CI \<1, it would be deemed as statistically significant.\"

Question 8：Line 101-103. \"Meta-analyses using variables including lymph node metastasis, infiltration and distant metastasis were conducted for further investigations.\" lymph node metastasis and distant metastasis should be the outcomes rather than variables

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes.

Line 104. \"Meta-analyses using variables including lymph node metastasis, infiltration and distant metastasis were conducted for further investigations. \" was corrected as \"Pooled ORs (odds ratios) and related 95%CI were used to estimate the relationship between AAPR and clinical features, including lymph node metastasis, infiltration, and distant metastasis.\"

Question 9：Not to start sentences with digits, e.g., 448 potential articles were \...

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Line 116. \"448 potential articles were collected through retrieving Web of Science, PubMed and Embase. 105 articles were removed due to duplication. \" was rephrased as \"A total of 448 potential articles were collected through retrieving Web of Science, PubMed, and Embase. Among these studies, 105 articles were removed due to duplication. \"

Question 10：Line 123. \"Thirteen ones reported the relationship between AAPR and OS, and only three ones presented the association between AAPR and DFS.\"

Don\'t use the word \"ones\" when there is alternative available that will not confuse the readers.

For example, the authors could say \"Thirteen studies / items / research / etc\...\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Line 127. \"Thirteen ones reported the relationship between AAPR and OS, and only three ones presented the association between AAPR and DFS.\" was revised as \" Thirteen studies reported the relationship between AAPR and OS, while only three studies presented the association between AAPR and DFS.\"

Question 11：Perhaps two decimal places are sufficient for non-statistically significant p-values and for HR / OR

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 12：Line 190. \"The results of these studies showed that the high AAPR would lead to better OS and DFS (HR=0.523, 0.554) in cancer patients, which means that cancer patients with low pretreatment AAPR would have lower OS/DFS due to the increased cancer recurrence/progression rate.\" The second statement (lower AAPR and lower OS/DFS) basically repeated the first statement (high AAPR and better OS / DFS).

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Line 204. \"The results of these studies showed that the high AAPR would lead to better OS and DFS (HR=0.523, 0.554) in cancer patients, which means that cancer patients with low pretreatment AAPR would have lower OS/DFS due to the increased cancer recurrence/progression rate.\" was rewritten as \"These studies showed that the higher AAPR was associated with better OS and DFS (pooled HR=0.52, 0.55) in cancer patients.\"

Question 13：Line 204. What was \"ALB\" referred to?

Answer: We are sorry for our mistakes. The \"ALB\" referred to albumin.

Line 215. \"As for the assessment of the nutritional status, Albumin(A) was one of the most effective methods, which had a close association with immunity and inflammation.\" was corrected as \" As for assessing the nutritional status, Albumin (ALB) was one of the most effective methods, which had a close association with immunity and inflammation.\"

Question 14：The authors are suggested to check the typos.

Answer: We are sorry for our mistakes and thank you for your reminder. We have reviewed the entire manuscript carefully to avoid such mistakes.

Reviewer \#3:

Question 1: This study used meta-analysis focusing on the albumin and alkaline phosphatase ratio (AAPR) prognostic value. The results of this meta-analysis indicated that high AAPR could result in better DFS and OS. Moreover, high AAPR would result in lighter infiltration and negative metastasis of lymph nodes without distant metastasis. Despite the limitation of sample size and diversity, this study indicate that AAPR can help the clinicians to distinguish the cancer patients with a high risk of poor OS prior to the implementation of therapy, which could help to provide accurate and personalized therapy.

Here is a suggestion: Could the authors do the meta-analysis with albumin or alkaline phosphatase only in the same way, compare the results with AAPR and use them as kind of system control?

Answer: Thank you very much for your suggestion.

\(1\) As laboratory indexes, many conditions can interfere with serum albumin and alkaline phosphatase levels, including dehydration, fluid retention, illness, and pregnant, which may limit its credibility and application in the clinic. However, the combined laboratory index AAPR was more reliable, owing to it could minimize the potential bias. \[1,2\]

\(2\) The concept of AAPR was firstly proposed by Anthony and colleagues, who proved that AAPR was a powerful and independent prognostic indicator with the highestⅹ2(by LR test) and c-index compared with albumin and alkaline phosphatase.\[3\]

\(3\) Some studies have reported that AAPR was an independent prognostic factor associated with OS/DFS than albumin and alkaline phosphatase in multivariate survival analysis. \[4,5\]

In conclusion, as a prognostic indicator, AAPR has many advantages in cancer patients compared with the other two indices.

Reference:

\[1\] Bizzo SM, Meira DD, Lima JM, Mororo Jda S, Moreira FC, Casali-da-Rocha JC, et al. Serum albumin and vascular endothelial growth factor in epithelial ovarian cancer: looking at adnexal tumor drainage. Arch Gynecol Obstet. 2011;283(4):855-9. Epub 2010/05/12. doi: 10.1007/s00404-010-1491-4. PMID: 20458489.

\[2\] Boronkai A, Than NG, Magenheim R, Bellyei S, Szigeti A, Deres P, et al. Extremely high maternal alkaline phosphatase serum concentration with syncytiotrophoblastic origin. J Clin Pathol. 2005;58(1):72-6. Epub 2004/12/30. doi: 10.1136/jcp.2003.015362. PMID: 15623487.

\[3\] Chan AW, Chan SL, Mo FK, Wong GL, Wong VW, Cheung YS, et al. Albumin-to-alkaline phosphatase ratio: a novel prognostic index for hepatocellular carcinoma. Dis Markers. 2015;2015:564057. Epub 2015/03/05. doi: 10.1155/2015/564057. PMID: 25737613.

\[4\] Zhang L, Zhang H, Yue D, Wei W, Chen Y, Zhao X, et al. The prognostic value of the preoperative albumin to alkaline phosphatase ratio in patients with non-small cell lung cancer after surgery. Thorac Cancer. 2019;10(7):1581-9. Epub 2019/06/05. doi: 10.1111/1759-7714.13107. PMID: 31161711.

\[5\] Li SJ, Lv WY, Du H, Li YJ, Zhang WB, Che GW, et al. Albumin-to-alkaline phosphatase ratio as a novel prognostic indicator for patients undergoing minimally invasive lung cancer surgery: Propensity score matching analysis using a prospective database. Int J Surg. 2019;69:32-42. Epub 2019/07/19. doi: 10.1016/j.ijsu.2019.07.008. PMID: 31319230

Reviewer \#4:

Question 1: The authors state that one of the inclusion criteria was that \"there was an association of AAPR in serum with DFS and/or OS\...\" (lines 74-75). Do the authors mean to say this or do they mean to say something along the lines of \"the association of AAPR in serum with DFS and/or OS was evaluated\"? As stated in the manuscript, this would suggest that AAPR had to be significantly associated with survival in order to be included, which would be problematic if that was actually required.

Answer: We are very sorry for our inappropriate writing. We mean that the included articles should investigate the relationship between AAPR and cancer prognosis, whether they were significantly relevant or not.

Line 75. \"In these studies, the inclusion criteria were adopted as follows: (1) There was an association of AAPR in serum with DFS and/or OS of primary cancer; (2) HRs and 95% CIs for the prognosis were provided; (3) The cut-off value of AAPR had been reported; (4) The text was prepared in English.\" was rephrased as \"In these studies, the inclusion criteria were adopted as follows: (1) articles investigated the association with AAPR and cancer prognosis; (2) HRs(hazard ratios) and 95% CIs(confidence intervals) for the prognosis were provided; (3) the cutoff value of AAPR had been reported; and (4) the text was prepared in English.\"

Question 2: Figure 1: authors say that 19 full-text articles were reviewed for eligibility and 7 were then excluded, which would be 12 articles eligible for inclusion instead of 13 - this should be clarified.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. A flow diagram regarding literature retrieval was expressed in the Figure 1. A total of 448 potential articles were collected through retrieving Web of Science, PubMed, and Embase. 105 articles were removed due to duplication. After the titles and abstracts had been screened by two investigators, 324 studies were excluded. Subsequently, 19 full-text articles were reviewed for eligibility. Finally, this meta-analysis involved 13 studies in total (5,204 patients).

Figure 1. A flow diagram for the literature assessment process

Question 3: Table 2: a note should be included under the table to clarify for the reader which cancers fell into the different cancer systems - not all readers will be familiar with the different cancers.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have added a note under Table 2.

Line 152. \"Cancer system Respiratory cancer: non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), small-cell lung cancer (SCLC); Digestive cancer: hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), cholangiocarcinoma (CCA); Urinary cancer: upper tract urothelial carcinoma (UTUC), renal cell carcinoma (RCC); Others: nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC), breast cancer (BC).\"

Question 4: Table 2: Why do the number of patients across the cancer systems not add to the total number of patients? All studies evaluated OS and since there is an \"Others\" category, all patients should be included.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have corrected Table 2.

Table 2. Subgroup analysis for OS in the patients with cancer

Stratified analysis No. of No. of Effects HR (95% CI) p Heterogeneity

studies patients model I² (%) p-value

Cancer system

Respiratory 4 1369 Fixed 0.58(0.48-0.70) \<0.001 32.6 0.217

Digestive 4 1669 Fixed 0.51(0.43-0.60) \<0.001 1.5 0.413

Urinary 2 1111 Fixed 0.52(0.40-0.68) \<0.001 0.0 0.329

Others 3 1055 Fixed 0.40(0.26-0.62) \<0.001 0.0 0.512

Treatment methods

Surgery 7 3590 Fixed 0.46(0.40-0.55) \<0.001 0.0 0.719

Others 6 1614 Fixed 0.58(0.50-0.68) \<0.001 0.0 0.431

Cut off

≤0.5 7 2214 Fixed 0.56(0.48-0.65) \<0.001 18.1 0.281

\>0.5 6 2990 Fixed 0.49(0.42-0.57) \<0.001 0.0 0.651

Cancer system Respiratory cancer: non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), small-cell lung cancer (SCLC); Digestive cancer: hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), cholangiocarcinoma (CCA); Urinary cancer: upper tract urothelial carcinoma (UTUC), renal cell carcinoma (RCC); Others: nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC), breast cancer (BC).

Abbreviations: HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.

Question 5：Forest plots should be included in supplemental material for the results in Table 3 and the section beginning on line 159, since there is no information anywhere about which studies evaluated the clinical factors. The forest plots will allow the reader to have more information about the individual study results in addition to the presented combined results.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have added the forest plots for Table 3 in supplemental materials.

S1 Fig. Forest plot of the association between AAPR and sex (female versus male).

S2 Fig. Forest plot of the association between AAPR and lymph node metastasis (No versus Yes).

S3 Fig. Forest plot of the association between AAPR and infiltration (Tis-1-2 versus T3-4).

S4 Fig. Forest plot of the association between AAPR and distant metastasis (No versus Yes).

Minor points:

Question 1：line 20: \"of on cancer\" should be \"on cancer\"

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 2：line 42: \"were dead\" - should this be \"died\"? I\'m assuming that is what the authors meant.

Answer: We're very sorry that we did not express clearly.

Line 39：\"In the United States, 1,762,450 new cancer patients were estimated in 2019, 606,880 of whom were dead.\[1\]\" was revised as \" It was estimated that there were 1,762,450 new cancer cases and 606,880 deaths in the United States in 2019.\[1\]\"

Question 3：line 47: \"complexly disorder\" should be \"complex disorder\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 4：line 56: I believe authors mean to say \"predict\" rather than \"predicate\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 5：line 56: authors should define OS (although they define it in the Abstract, it should be defined the first time it is used in the body of the manuscript. Similar for DFS (on line 75).

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 6：line 57: \"evidences have showed\" should be \"evidence has shown\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 7：line 59: \"renal cell carcinom\" should be \"renal cell carcinoma\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested

Question 8：line 69: \"may be used\" should be \"were used\" since this describes what the authors actually did.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 9：Authors might consider including the details of the NOS for each study in a supplemental table so that readers know more about the quality of the studies.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have added S3 table for the details of the NOS for all included studies in Supporting information.

Question 10：line 100 - what is AGR?

Answer: We are very sorry for our incorrect writing.

Line 102. \" HR\<1 (high AGR used as reference) showed a lower risk of worse outcomes for high AAPR; meanwhile, if P\<0.05 and 95% CI \<1, it would be deemed as statistically significant.\" was corrected as \" HR\<1 (higher AAPR used as reference) showed a lower risk of worse outcomes for higher AAPR; meanwhile, if P\<0.05 and 95% CI \<1, it would be deemed as statistically significant.\"

Question 11：line 108: STATA should be Stata (<https://www.statalist.org/forums/help#spelling>)

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 12：line 117: \"literatures\" should be \"literature\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 13：lines 123-124: replace \"ones\" with \"studies\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 14：line 142: \"was showed\" should be \"was shown\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 15：line 150: remove \"Obviously\"

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 16：Figure 3: the authors should increase the font size or do something about the clarity of the text in this figure. It is not as legible as the other figures.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised Figure 3 as suggested.

Figure 3. Forest plot of hazard ratio for DFS in cancer patients.

Question 17：line 161: rephrase the sentence starting with \"They adopted\...\" as it is awkwardly phrased.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Line 170. \"They adopted a fixed effect model as it is without significant heterogeneity (I2=27.3%, P =0.202).\" was rephrased as \"We adopted a fixed effects model as it is without significant heterogeneity (I2=27.3%, P=0.20)\"

Question 18：line 163: \"coved\" should be \"covered\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 19：line 165: \"could lead to negative metastasis\" should be rephrased - maybe something similar to \"was associated with no metastasis\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Line 173. \"The fixed effect model was adopted (I2=0.0%, P =0.513); as showed by the pooled results, high AAPR could lead to negative metastasis of lymph nodes (OR:0.89, 95%CI:0.834--0.952, P\<0.001).\" was revised as \"The fixed effects model was adopted (I2=0.0%, P=0.51); as showed by the pooled results, the higher AAPR was associated with no lymph nodes metastasis (pooled OR=0.89; 95%CI:0.83-0.95; P\<0.001).

Question 20：line 167: remove \"obviously\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 21：line 168: change \"ones\" to \"studies\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 22：lines 179-180 - the reported HR and 95% CI are actually the betas and the corresponding CI (hazard ratios cannot be negative), so this should be clarified - the authors can transform the beta and CI to correspond to the HR, which might be easier for the reader to follow.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Line 189. \" Furthermore, the adjusted HR (HR: -0.576, 95% CI: -0.678\~-0.474, P=0.124) was consistent with that in the primary analysis (HR: -0.648, 95% CI: -0.757\~-0.538, P=0.416).\" was corrected as \"Furthermore, the adjusted HR (pooled HR=0.56; 95%CI=0.51-0.62; P=0.12) was consistent with that in the primary analysis (pooled HR=0.52; 95%CI=0.47-0.58; P=0.42), which illustrated that the publication bias would not influence the reliability of the relationship between the low AAPR and poor OS.\"

Question 23：line 189: \"maker\" should be \"marker\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 24：line 196: the authors highlight surgery, but other the subgroup analysis for the other treatment strategies also showed a beneficial association of high AAPR on survival. There was just a sufficient number of studies to look specifically at surgery.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comment. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Line 146. \"For the subgroup involving the treatment method, it was shown that higher AAPR was a significant favorable factor in patients with cancer after surgery (pooled HR=0.46; 95%CI=0.40-0.55; P\<0.001).\" was revised as \"For the subgroup involving the treatment method, it was shown that cancer patients with surgery (pooled HR=0.464; 95%CI=0.40-0.55; P\<0.001) and other treatment strategies (pooled HR=0.58; 95%CI=0.50-0.68; P\<0.001) were all associated with better OS. Moreover, cancer patients with higher AAPR after surgery (pooled HR=0.464) had less risk of death than other treatment strategies (pooled HR=0.58).\"

Line 207. \"In subgroups of treatment methods, surgery (HR: 0.464, 95% CI: 0.396 - 0.545，P\<0.001) was the most positive method that could result in better OS.\" was corrected as \"In subgroups of treatment methods, surgery (pooled HR=0.46; 95%CI=0.40-0.55; P\<0.001) was the most favorable method that might result in better OS compared with other treatment strategies (pooled HR=0.58; 95%CI=0.50-0.68; P\<0.001).\"

Question 25：line 204: \"evidences\" should be \"evidence\" and authors should be consistent about abbreviations - here they use ALB, but they have also used Alb.

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.

Question 26：line 208: \"literatures\" should be \"literature\"

Answer: We are very sorry for our mistakes. We have revised the manuscript as suggested.
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